The development of X-ray microscopy for fundamental scientific and industrial technology analysis is very important for the progress in scientific research. The complete and integrated facilities and tools can help users to get more insight into the basic property of the science research and the underlying physical mechanism. The X-ray nanoprobe (XNP) provides versatile X-ray-based inspection technologies, including diffraction, absorption spectroscopy, imageology, and so on. The XNP beamline particularity is listed in the followings: 1.Energy range: 4-15 kev 2.Photon flux: ≥ 10 10 photons/sec 3.Energy resolution ΔE/E: ≤ 2*10 -4 with Si (111) crystal 4.Beam size at focal point: ≤ 50nm*50nm at 10kev (H*V, FWHM) 5.High-order harmonics: ≤ 1*10 -3 6.Working distance (from the end of focusing optics to the focal point): ≥ 20mm. Also, it will improve the analysis scale of inhomogeneous materials, tiny and diluted samples to the nanoscale. The primary experimental technique of XNP includes X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (for the analysis of the 3D distribution of elements), extended X-ray absorption spectroscopy (for the analysis of the electronic configuration at the atomic or molecular bonding length), X-ray excited optical luminescence [1-2] (for the analysis of the recombination and transport of carriers), in-phase scanning X-ray imaging (the Fourier phase transform calculation can improve the spatial resolution down to 3nm to 5nm, and detect the stress distribution inside the nanostructures) [3] . Figure 1 shows the XNP beamline endstation. Moreover, the high-transmitted XNP can be used to inspect the "Nano World" like atomic arrangements, chemical and electronic configurations, which are widely adopted in the physics, chemistry, materials science, semiconductor devices, nanotechnologies.
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The semiconductor industrial technology makes the world faster and more convenient. However the semiconductor device scale down to nano size also has some of the problems especially electromigration. The electromigration effect will make the device invalid after a period of operation time. This will greatly reduce the stability of semiconductor nano device. Figure 2a shows the mechanism of electromigration. This effect involves metal mass transfer and creates voids in metal connection layers. These voids increases the resistance of the metal connections leading to device failure. Figure 2b shows the silicon drift detector. Figure 2c shows ion chamber system. The electromigration effect at nano channel is analyszed by XAS measured using the ion chamber and silicon drift detector. This device structure was very suitable for observing the electromigration effect in cooperation with National Nano Device Laboratories.
In this study [4] , we combined the 13 electrical contact sample stage to develop the in-situ electrical X-ray microscopy. The 13 electrical contacts sample stage was produced by Ferrovac GmbH. Figure 3 shows the in-situ electrical sample stage installed in the XNP chamber. The Keithley 2450 is a source meter for electrical measurement and power supplying. The in-situ electrical sample stage was connected via feedthrough. The in-situ electrical XRF imaging observes metal atoms migration phenomenon when the device is in operation. That revelas the electromigration mechanism. 
